BONUS SCHEMES CONDITIONS
1. General
1.1 All customer offers are limited to one per person, family, household address, email
address, telephone number, same payment account number (e.g. Bank account, Skrill etc.),
mobile device, shared tablet or computer, e.g. public library or workplace. We reserve the
right to withdraw the availability of any offer or all offers to any customer or group of
customers at any time and at our sole and absolute discretion. Offers only apply to
customers who have made an actual/real money deposit with Brokerstorm.
1.2 Brokerstorm reserves the right to change and remove any marketing promotional
campaign, including validity of bonus and points earned at any time, without prior notice,
although Brokerstorm will endeavor to give reasonable notice to that effect. Bonuses or
points may notably expire after an Account Holder's has been inactive for 6 months.
Brokerstorm is reserves the right to modify the conditions for the offers/ bonuses anytime;
however, any modification will not affect the offers/ bonuses which were already granted to
account holders.
1.3 Brokerstorm reserves the right not to activate the Bitcoin Deposit Bonus or any other
offer, until Know Your Customer Verification is completed for your Account. For this
verification procedure to be completed you will have to provide all necessary
documentation to Brokerstorm.
1.4 Where any term of the offer or promotion is breached or there is any evidence of a
series of bets/wagers placed by a customer or group of customers, which due to a deposit
bonus, enhanced payments, free bets/wagers or any other promotional offer results in
guaranteed customer profits irrespective of the outcome, whether individually or as part of
a group, Brokerstorm reserves the right to reclaim the bonus element of such offers and, at
Brokerstorm’s absolute discretion, settle bets/wagers at the correct odds, void the free
bets/wagers or void any bet/wager funded partly or in full by the deposit bonus. In addition,
Brokerstorm reserves the right to levy an administration charge on the customer up to the
value of the deposit bonus, free bet/wager or additional payment to cover administrative
costs. Brokerstorm further reserves the right to ask any customer to provide sufficient
documentation for Brokerstorm to be satisfied in its absolute discretion as to the customer’s
identity prior to Brokerstorm crediting any bonus, free bet/wager or offer to the customer’s
account.
1.5 Sportsbook bonuses Marketing promotion may require a customer to play with the
bonus money for a certain number of times before the customer becomes eligible to
withdraw any winnings that are won as a result of using free money or bonus. Sports bets
contributing to the play-through of your bonus money are subject to minimum odds, which
will be stated to the relevant promotion terms. In order to be able to withdraw the Bitcoin
Bonus amount, you need to roll over the bonus, a certain number of times. You will need to
make at least five times turnover in Asian bookmakers ( odds over 1.60) like Asianstorm and
PS3838 sportsbook or two times in exchanges (odds over 1.60) like Orbitx and Winfair24. As

soon as you complete the rollover mentioned above, you will be able to make a withdrawal
of your bonus.

